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LANCASHIRE COMBINED FIRE AUTHORITY 
Meeting to be held on Monday 15 February 2016 

I PART 2 ITEM No 23 

FORMAL COMPLAINT OF MALADMINISTRATION OF THE PENSION SCHEME. 
(NOT FOR PUBLICATION - Exempt information as defined in Paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 
of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972) 

Contact for further information: Mark Nolan, Clerk and Monitaring Offteer 
Telephone: 01772 866720 

Executive Summary 

The Authority will recall that at the last meeting The Clerk and Monitaring offleer delivered 
a short oral report concerning a complaint which had been addressed to the Chairman 
alleging "malfeasant pension maladministration," and "misconduct in a public office" from 
former firefighter Mr R Berry, which was also copied to the Pensions Regulator (among 
other statutory bodies,) individual members and was also published on a website 
managed by former fireftghter Mr P Burns. The website is used as a vehicle to levy 
critlcism and other allegations at elected members, senior officers and other LFRS staff. 

lt was initially unclear as to whether the complaint fell within the statutory remit of the 
duties of the Clerk and Monitaring Officer, but an early view was taken to produce a 
report for the Authority, irrespective of statutory requirements, given the lengthy history of 
similar criticism and actions from the same group of retired firefighters. The report would 
also then be ready in the event that the Local Government Ombudsman also received 
notice of the complaint and required the Monitaring Officer to investigate in accordance 
with their powers. 

As anticipated by the Clerk a complaint has been received by the Local Government 
Ombudsman. the content of which is unclear (and remains unconfirmed.) however it is 
believed that it is the same complaint from Mr Berry addressed to the Chairman, alleging 
"malfeasant pension administration." The Ombudsmen have confirmed in a Ietter dated 
7 January that a complaint is excluded from their jurisdiction under schedule 
5/SA paragraph 4 of the Local Government Act 197 4 ("LGA") as the complaint relates to 
"an employment or personnel matter." As such the Commission will include the complaint 
in its published figures but it will be marked as "closed after initial enquiries - out of 
jurisdiction." 

The following report is not designed to represent an exhaustive background and Iist of 
similar complaints and issues, but will deal with the complaint as stated as weil as some 
of the other similar recent actions and steps taken by its author and his collaborators to 
ensure that the Authority is informed, especially given the continuing drain on 
administrative and executive resources which these actions cause. 

The conclusion of the investigation is the complaint has no merit. 

Recommendation 

The Authority is asked to note and endorse the report and the recommendations outlined 
in Section 7. 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Now is it not a fact that disabled FSV~RRB by his complaint put their employment under such threat that it resulted in pure panic?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
With every such failure disabled FSV's have a habit of learning...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
The censored and selective cover up. It would never do for the dopey CCs to learn the actual truth because if the did they would not know what to do about it in any event...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Now there is a surprise...



Information 

1. Legal Basis tor lnvestigation of Complaint. 

lt is part of the role of the Clerk and Monitaring Officer to the Authority to fully investigate 
any allegations about the elected members of the Authority and in accordance with section 
5A(2) of the Local Government and Housing Act ("LGHA'',) to prepare a report, where 
necessary. This would be in circumstances where it is alleged that any proposal, decision or 
omission in the course of the discharge of the functions of the Lancashire Combined Fire 
Authority has given rise to or is likely to give rise to :-

• A contravention by the Authority's executive or any person on behalf of the executive 
of any enactment or rule of law; or 

• Any such maladministration or injustice as is mentioned in the Local Government Act 
1974. 

There is a duty to consult with the Executive and specifically the Chief Finance Officer when 
preparing this report, which will also be sent to the members of the Executive. A meeting 
would ordinarily then be convened not more than 21 days after copies of the this report are 
circulated, with decisions if any on it suspended until such time as a decision has been 
made by the Authority on the report. (Section 5A(6) LGHA.) 

Depending on the findings in this report the Authority may then prepare a report which 
specifies: 

1. What action (if any) the Executive has taken in response to that report; 
2. What action (if any) the Executive proposes to take in response to it; 
3. When it proposes tothat that action; 
4. The reasons for taking the action specified in the report, or for taklng no action, as 

the case may be. (Section 5A(8) LGHA.) 

Consideration should also be given to whether there has been any breach of the Authority's 
Code of Conduct and following lhe investigation, in accordance with the provisions of the 
LocaJism Act and following the agreement by the Authority to implement proposals made 
from the Procesdings of New Standards Arrangements Working Group held on 24 April 
2012. 

The Clerk may then also elect to consult with the Authority's independent person, 
Hilary Banks as to whether there is a case to answer or whether there are remedial steps 1o 
be taken, with the agreement of the member concemed. 

As the comptaint is, in part, against the Chairman of the Authority the Vice Chairman was 
also notified, as weil as group Ieaders and members, in brief at the last Authority meeting, 
as part of the process outlined above. 

2. Findinqs on Legal Basis for lnvestigation of the Complaint. 

The initial view of the Monitaring Officer was that there had been no contravention by the 
Authority's executive or any person on behalf of the executive, however Mr Berry was asked 
to provide any documentary evidence to support his assertions. (See below.) 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This outline confirmed c Nolan's Statutory duty  a legal fact  which he fails to inform the Committee thus when he fails to do that duty he has acted criminally and the CFA are none the wiser...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
How to nobble the law, which is the same law clerk Nolan stuck his hand up and swore to uphold when he was granted his Court License to practice. Read on to discover how this criminal and his co-conspirator clerk Warren did this with as ever the judicious use of corruption.......

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Now in self examination which is a mockery of  democracy and the common law..

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
These as c Nolan knows were not assertions but evidentially supported statements of wrong doing...c Nolan thinks he is clever with words but he is, as the remainder of the secret report confirms rather a poor solicitor which is the usual calibre of civilians the LFRS  employ



Moreover where maladministration or injustice is alleged in accordance with part 3 of the 
LGA no duty to prepare a report arises unless the Local Govemment Ombudsman has 
conducted an investigation, the findings for which are binding on the Authority. {R v Local 
Commissloner for Administration ex parte Eastlelgh Borough Council.) The Ombudsman 
has concluded there is no jurisdiction and accordingly no investigation has taken place, 
therefore no duty arises. 

This report is compiled for the Authority, for information purposes only, given the potentially 
serious nature of the allegations made and the concern or distress which may be generated 
as a result, both in relation to the management and governance function of the officers of 
LFRS and also in terms of those against whom those complaints have been aimed. 

3. Synopsis of Complaint. 

Mr Berry's complaint to the Chairman opens with allegations of "misconduct in a public 
office" and umalfeasant maladministration of my pensions in violation of public trust, by 
certain named staff under your direct legal control." Of the seventy paragraphs in the 
seventeen page document, of which sixty-nine are numbered, the vast majority refer directly 
to orallege that Mr Robert Warren, Director of People and Development, is responsible for 
the above allegations which are generally made but either unsupported with any 
corroborative evidence, or if they are the evidence appears to be inaccurate, untrue or 
misleading. 

The complaint starts with outlining the Authority's legal responsibilities regarding the 
Pension Regulator's Code of Practice (number 14) relating to the "Governance and 
administration of public service pensions schemes" (April 2015) further outlining the 
Chairman's statutory duty to report as a whistle blowing issue under the Pensions Act 2004, 
whicl1 Mr Berry states has been taken from his personal record files ("PRF") which he states 
is "compelling evidence of criminality'' and which he urges the Chairman to report 
immediately, before calling on the Chairman to suspend all LFRS staff who have been 
engaged in these "unlawful practices. 0 

The complaint lists the allegations levied at Mr Warren as; 

" ... . plain dishonesty, non-confirmation of information regularly supplied to the scheme administrators 
by members; the failure to record accurate Information about members' individual DWP benefits and 
data in their seNice records; appropriate essential records not belng regularly malntained or 
monitored; in adequate [sie], irregular or non-robust internal audit controfs leading to unsustainable 
Iosses to the Public Purse; scheme assets not being safeguarded; poor governance and mal
administration; malfeasance in covering up maladministration and conspiracy to defraud; acting 
deliberately in contravention of the faw; knowingly in direct breaches of statutory duty, fa/fing to 
report significanf pension scheme maladmlnistration to the Pensions Regulator." 

Mr Beny goes on to explain that these beliefs are supported by LCC and LFRS minutes and 
have led to a Iack of member confidence in the Lancashire Firefighters Pension Scheme 
and he states that has resulted in record Iosses to the Public Purse of over f:2million. These 
assertions arenot supported with any evidence. 

The complainant goes on to allege that the Chairman has failed in his statutory duty to 
report these issues to the Pensions Regulator in March 2007 when he states there were 
167 + overpayments. The Complainant states that there has been a failure to take action. 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This careful statement 'for information purposes only', prepares the ground for another and the subsequently failed attempt to muzzle TMB once more by the misuse and abuse of vexatious legislation by a corrupt solicitor...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Now it is out with the personal whitewash bucket and the sweeping generalisation for his old sweet chum cWarren...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Where does he address CC De Molfettas Statutory duty (which remains) which is to report all this pension maladministration to the Pension Regulator  No where are his answers to all those evidentially supported truths to be found?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This is where c Nolan conveniently  'forgets' the 2011 Localism Act which replaced the LGAct.The Bugler recalls the high number of solicitors in jail whom he dealt with who were seeking Parole when he was a member of the Parole Board...



The complaint includes a considerable amount of articulate and eloquent hyperbole, which 
is not supported with any corroborating evidence. Among the assertions made about 
Mr Warren the following are included, which are paraphrased; 

" ... obvious attempted intimldation in his Ieiters; ·~ acted hin complicity with his supervislng 
principafs .... ;", "deliberate denial of the existence of Information;': "oppressive regime .... compe/led 
innocent LFRS statt under threat of discipline leading to the loss of their employment to engage in 
unwarranted, unjustifiable amoraf pogrom, against any person including myself, or group of people 

. who have had the temerity to oppose f1is unbridled criminality." 

Mr Warren is also credited with being responsible for; 

.. . ''manifest tyranny, coup/ed wlth law/ess pogrom ........ ... for his own self-gratificatlon and 
protection, during which he acted as primary executor and grandlose so/e arbiter for the LFRS, and 
during which he unhesitatingty stooped to the deliberate use of crtmlnality by Contempts [sie] of 
Court; perjury, miscarrlages of justice; blatant breaches of the law both civi/ and criminal; 
intlmldation; raw raclsm; and the fa/se manipulation and criminal misuse of Public and Personal 
data ....... Mr Warren's seit-evident and avowed Intention to publicly smear, crush and leave me 
penni/ess and any of his disabled Fsv• opponents ..... " 

'''the term "FSV" stands for Fire Service Veteran a se/f-proclaimed term not recognised by others. 

" .. .. cufminated in the personal application by Mr Warren of his sadistically vicious financial hardship 
on me, which was nothing short of blackmail, in the application of his self-authored '11ardship raute" 
because as he saw it I fai/ed his '5'11 co/umn' fest which was to betray my protesting comrades, the 
FSVs." 

The Complaint goes on to refer to Mr Warren's 

" ... smearing and covering up his suppurating trail of corrupüon" and his "unprincipled contempt for 
the civilised rufe of /aw .. .. " 

This part of the claim refers to when the complainant appeared as a supporter and witness 
in a claim brought by the Authority against one of his collaborators, Mr Bums in the High 
Court, relating to the recoupment of an overpayment of injury pension award. His Honour 
Judge Butlers judgement was made in favour of the Authority in this case, as will be 
referred to later. 

Mr Berry has been written to on several occasions regarding his proposals for repaying the 
overpayment made to him after he failed to notify LFRS of a change in his personal 
circumstances. which it was incumbent on him to do so, and which meant he would not 
have been entitled to the pension payments he received. To date Mr Berry has not made 
any proposals for repayment. 

Mr Berry concludes by stating; 

"lt is time tosend the CFA down its very own hardship route." 

Mr Berry resides in France andin concluding his complaint seeks a personal response from 
the Chairman. 

ln acknowledging Mr Berry's complaint in a Ietter to him dated 16 November the Clerk to the 
Authority informed Mr Berry of the statutory duty which may or may not arise and assured 
him the issues would be looked in to, given the serious nature of the complalnts. 
Notwithstanding this Mr Berry was asked to produce any supporting evidence within 
14 days of the Clerk's Ietter to him, and although a short email explaining that he would 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
The answer is very simple take  disabled FSV Mr. Berry to Court ?Is is because the LFRS 'fixier'  His Honour Judge Philip Butler retired in May 2017 and  more likely the LFRS know they will not now get away with it a second time all because Mr. Butler was forced to retire early?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This is the hand of c Warren who is immensely irritated for some irrational phobic reason by the legitimate use of this term  FSV which was first promulgated by the last Labour Government which originated a lapel badge with these very words on it which of course they then sold to the Veterans for ...was it £5?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
An email from cWarren to CC O'Toole since published on TMB by his own hand uses the words 'hardship route'  which he states would be his and the CFA's  'guiding principle' if disabled FSVs  their Widows and Beneficiaries resisted his offensive charms...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Why did c Warren not challenge any of these statements and rebut them in detail? The Bugler offered to print his rebuttal...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Disabled FSV Mr. Berry lives in a chicken shed inside an old barn in which he uses a bucket for a latrine. How caring can the British Establishment be  who took someone who was seriously injured in the execution of his duty  compulsorily retired him and then paid him the wrong pension generously then putting him into destitution? 



send further documents to support and corroborate his allegations within a Ionger time 
scale, no further information has been received. 

Mr Berry was also asked why he had redacted his own name and address from the small 
amount of information he submitted with his original complaint to the Chairman. No 
explanation has been received. The complaint was delivered to the Chairman by Mr Bums. 

4. Brief Explanation of lnjury Banefit Overpayment & Recoupment. 

The benefits, whose award or variation may give rise to deductions or increases in injury 
pensions paid to firefighters, which is the central issue of Mr Berry's complaint, are set out 
below. At the time of the complainant's retirement from seNice (as weil as that of his 
collaborators,) the benefits concerned arose under the Social Security Act 1975 and were 
applied by the Fireman's Pension Scheme 1992 (known as the Firefighters Pension 
Schema, from October 2004.) These have been superseded by the corresponding benefits 
in the Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 ("SSCBA 1 992") also applied by 
the Firemen's Pension Schema 1992. 

Same of these benefits have had their names changed or have merged with others and 
some have retained their same titles under new provisions, specifically: 

1. "Disablement pension" {s.57 Social Security Act 1975.) This is now industrial injuries 
banefit (s.94 SSCBA 1992), which includes: 

(a) Disablement benefit (industrial injuries disablement banefit or "IIDB"); 
(b) Reduced Eamings Allowance ("REA11

) (s.59A Social Security Act 1975.} Now REA 
under s.94 (2) (b) SSCBA 1992- see 2 below. 

(c} Retirement Allowance ("RA") which replaces REA at a lower rate when the recipient 
reaches their retirement date. 

(d) lndustrial Death benefit. 

2. "Reduced Earnings Allowance" ("REA'') (as per statutory references above.) 

3. "Sickness benefit" {ss. 4 and 50A Social Security Act 1975.) Now lncapacity Banefit 
under section 30A SSCBA 1992. 

4. lnvalidity pension (8.16 Social Security Act 1976.) Now lncapacity Banefit under s.3-
A SSCBA. 

5. Severe disablement allowance (S.36 Social Security Act 1975.) Now Severe 
Disablement Allowance under sections 68-69 SSCBA 1992. 

6. Disablement gratuity (s.57 Social Security Act 1976.) Now Disablement Gratuity 
under part 2 Schedule 7, SSCBA 1992. 

On retirement with an injury award firefighters were notified of their Obligations to inform the 
Authority of any change to their benefits circumstances. · 

On his retirement Mr Berry provided a signed undertaking to notify the Authority of any 
change to his banefit entitlement and this was dated 22 August 1995. He was also written to 
on several occasions subsequently. 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Well why did investigator c Nolan not act to investigate the evidence and allegations already placed before him? Because he had not the slightest intentions of doing so...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
And as Mr. Berry's PRF clearly showed after being  forcibly released by the action of the Information Commissioner he had dutifully informed his pension providers the LFRS  but they failed to take a single action.When all this was revealed, c Warren in TMB published emails, attempted unsuccessfully to cover up their pension maladministrative failures by a corrupt criminal conspiracy, actions recorded and now  published on the TMB...This also highlights that they knew what Statutory deductions  they must take and in spite of being repeatedly informed by diasbled FSVs of their personal changes these 'managers' in repeated ritual falsehood denied they received this information. Information which they failed to  act on or to take the slightest action...The irony of all this was it that their failings were finally brought to their lazy attention by a (now deceased) honest former Station Commander disabled FSV-DW in late 2006...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Small? Hqw can an 'officer' of the Court lie with such fluency?We know this is another falsehood because disabled FSV Mr.Berry's detailed and extensive letter has been reproduced on TMB where Reader can judge its contents for themselves...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Eerr ...yes and what does this mean?



5. Contextual Background and Chronology Leading to this Complalnt. 

Having reviewed the chronology of issues which has arisen since overpayments of injury 
pension were first identified by LFRS in or areund 2007, with the resulting attempts by the 
Authority to recoup these overpayments, as a result of the relevant retired firefighters failing 
to notify the Authority/pension administrator of their receipt of other benefi ts or other 
changes in financial circumstances, it is apparent that this move has been understandably 
unpopular with those affected by the decision of the Authority to exercise regulatory power 
to recoup. 

Tothis end it is apparent that the complainant Mr Berry, has with others, including but not 
limited to, Mr Bums, Mr Hinten, Mr Galpin, Mr Bowerman and Mr James have collaborated 
in a joint enterprise to besmirch the reputation of the Authority and Lancashire Fire and 
Rescue Service and retaliate for what they regard at the Authority's own mistakes, which 
they also regard as having had a direct financial (and even personal) effect on their own 
personal pension funds. 

T o exemplify the relevance of Mr Berry's complaint and its correlation to other similar 
complaints and requests for information, progressed by those aforementioned retired 
firefighlers, it may be helpful to Iift a quotation directly from the judgment of His Honour 
Judge Butler (dated 12 April 2013) in the Authority's claim against Mr Paul Burns for 
recoupment, during which lhe complainant in this case, Mr Berry, gave evidence on behalf 
of Mr Bums and attended to support him each day. 

"Unfortunately, it is in my judgment clear that as from 2007, ff not before, the defendant's personal 
dispute with LFRS became c/ouded, intertwined and to a farge extent obscured by a wider dispute 
about the sdministration of the pension scheme, the question of whether refired Firefighters have any 
obligation to assist in its admin;stration by providing information about their personal affairs and the 
question whether, and ff so, how the Claimant is entitled to expect to enforce such co-operation. ln 
relation to this wider dispule he has become a spokesman or representative for a certain nurober of 
other retired firefighters and their families. Although it is c/ear that the Claimants dispule his right to 
represent them and assert that his former union and the unlon solicltors also dispute it, it was 
nevertheless clear to me during the trial that some peop/e do regard him as their spokesperson and 
representative. At least three other retired firefighters, whose witness statements appeared in the 
trial bundle and two of them were called by the Defendant as witnesses, appear to have taken a 
similar stance fo his own and they and others attended to support the Defendant from the pub/ic 
ga/lery each day. 

However in my judgment issues relating to the general maladministration are matters for 
consideration, ff at all, in the conlext of theseparate countercJaim." 

ln the aforementioned claim the Defendant Mr Burns never notified the Authority (or the 
Court) that he would not pursue the counterclaim which he had already lodged, resulting in 
further costs being awarded against the Defendant, when Mr Bums' counterclaim was also 
dismissed. 

The fact that Mr Berry has collaborated with Mr Bums and others, including but not limited 
to Messrs Hinten, Bowerman, James, in pursuing a course of conduct which is not only 
diametrically opposite to the best interests and management of the affairs of the Authority, 
but which seeks to exact retribution or revenge is clear from this point, and also before the 
aforementioned proceedings. 

Mr Bums commenced a lengthy period of correspondence with elected members, senior 
officers and other staff members of the Authority and also members, officers and lawyers of 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Absolutely true as Mr. Berry's PRF and other forced released PRF's repeatedly confirm their maladministration; their malfeasance to cover it all up; and finally their unabashed criminal corruption when all else failed as the Bugler and others lifted the lid to expose  in their cesspit of corruption...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
A simple falsehood. Disabled FSV Mr.Berry never gave evidence at any stage of this  Civil Hearing but he was present with 5 others to witness as a perjuring c Warren and his colleagues A. Harold the LFRS solicitor and the LCC Head of Pensions Mrs D. Lister coached and led their own principal Witness Ms. J. Drinkall MBE(former LFRS pensions 'officer' )through her perjured statements in suborned Contempt of Court by lying in the Witness Box before these 6 independent witnesses who subsequently gave vox and written statement to the County Court manager which still remain on file....of which in the future ...much more...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
So what is the point cNolan who actually was not at the LFRS at this time being too busily pursued by the Solicitors Regulation Authority for various misdemeanours including financial irregularities at a practice he was an employee of and which was subsequently shut down by the SRA,trying to make?The actual point was that the counterclaim was deliberately never heard by Butler...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This is again a cNolan professional falsehood because if the Court had not been informed they would not have allowed a counterclaim to be introduced in Court.  cNolan exhibits abysmal knowledge as a solicitor of CPR and for his benefit this means Court Procedure and Rules...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This emotive nonsense fails to recognise that the disabled FSV have no Statutory duty to help their pension providers run their pension scheme nor does cNolan recognise their civil liberties and rights to lawfully pursue any course of action  they might wish...Or is he simply rather ineptly preparing the ground for a later collective smear campaign as we shall see...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Now you have it the corporate lies and sweet choice of words by two sweetly accompished corrupt clerks. They do not tell us  about disabled FSV-DW insistence that they were going to make overpayments to him if they did not have a care...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
They do not inform about the Freemasons - the more equal that others- who never paid a single penny back because c Warren was instructed by the Brethren to take care of them because they were in 'distress' in "the family"...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Whilst Butler could  noted that they took a similar stance he failed to note the similarity in which each of these 'retired firefighters' had reported their change of DWP circumstances which the LFRS had taken no action on.Whilst Butler could make these observations it seems with his 'Nelson's Eye' he refused to observe the suborning of the primary LFRS witness before his very eyes ...



Lancashire County Council, as wefl as other local and national political figures and 
regulatory bodies as early as March 2008. The comments made in this correspondence 
were considered by the Authority to be scurrilous, offensive, abusive and grossly 
defamatory. This was addressed in legal correspondence but legal action for defamation 
was never taken against him. This correspondence was typically loquacious, often 
accusative but devoid of evidential corroboration, not unlike the complaint under review and 
may be indlcative of further collaboration, given that Mr Bums delivered Mr Berry's 
complaint in an envelope bearing his handwriting, to the Chairman's home address. 

Mr Bums, (and more recently Mr Hinten, please see later,) have also pursued a significant 
raft of requests for information both under the Freedom of Information Act and under the 
Data Protection Act. These requests, which appear myriad and have of themselves, on at 
least one occasion , involved the First Tier Tribunal of the Office of Information 
Commissioner, fall in to two broad categories; those requests which relate to intormation 
about the expenses of elected members and ofticers of the Authority; and those requests 
relating to the disclosure of the relevant applicant's personnel file (''PRF''.) The requests 
relating to the former appear to have no bearing on the central issues to the Complainant's 
complaint, other than to create nuisance and appear to be vexatious and abusive. The 
provision of the PRFs would usually follow a legitimate request from the data subject, 
provided sound data protection·principles are applied to the nature of the disclosure. 

Mr Hinton has in the past raised a complaint about alleged fraudulent expenses claims 
resulting in an abortive police investigation, notwithstanding the distress and reputational 
concern that the investigation caused for those concerned. 

After proceedings were lodged by the Authority against the Defendant, Mr Burns, relating to 
the overpayment of his injury pension, an order for disclosure was obtained from the 
Department of Work and Pensions relating to the benefits payments he received, which 
proves overpayments were made of his injury award. 

ln finding for the Authority against Mr Burns and in ultimately dismissing his counterclaim 
regarding "maladministration" tagether with a commensurate order for costs His Honour 
Judge Butler also commented, to paraphrase; 

• ''The Defendant. ... Still believed that there had been a concerted decision to cause hardshfp 
in the manner in which the review of the problern was conducted and subsequent attempts to 
recover overpayments were made. Whi/st I recognise the strength of the Defendant's feeling, 
and I am prepared to accept that he honestly be/ieves that such is the case, I have no 
hesitation in finding he is mistaken. Jn my judgment the evidence ot Mr Warren was 
compelling and credible." 

• "ContJary to what tJJe Defendant would wish to believe by reasons of his own ldiosyncratic 
interpretation of the scheme, Schedule 2 Part V paragraphs 3(1) and (2) of the 1992 Order 
do provide that REA is an "additional benefif' and that so much of it relates to a "qualifying 
injury" must be taken in to account and that the amount of the injury pension reduced 
accordingly." 

• "The Defendant and his colleagues misunderstood or misapplied the Jaw ... ln my judgment 
the Claimant was lawfully entitled to ask the Defendant, as a data subject, to consent to the 
processing of data by DWP, as data controller, andin partlcular to process lt by disc/osing 
data limitedas stated in the form of authority to the Claimant (a third party in data protection 
terms) ... there was nothing "unlawful" or "illegar or contrary to any provision of the Data 
Protaelion Act 1998 in either form of authority. n 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Childish and puerile  as usual shrieking defamation  which ignores the facts that whilst cNolan was still at law college where he has appeared to learn little on his one year conversion course from his BA arts to law, the steadily mounting evidence was at every twist and turn shoe horned out of the relevant obstructing individuals and authorities...To this day the CFA/LFRS fail to recognise the nature of corruption...it seeps...it slithers...it weeps...but its smell is always instantly recognisable but this diatribe to the CFA it a fine example of the genre...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Almost all of which in continuing contravention of the law have never been dealt  by the deliberate  act of authorised stonewalling of  Lee Gardiner LFRS  Information 'officer' who ran off with £40k  of  fraudulent mielage claims after being suspended which he has never repaid to the tax payers of Lancashire.So much for 'principles'...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
The fact of the matter, in another cover up, was that CC O'Toole was never charged with fraudulent mileage claims(he claimed and was paid for a greater distance from his home to County Hall) because he is a senior Freemason and Tory Party Whip in Lancashire. A fraud over 13 years in which he stole £45k from the the taxpayers of Lancashire.Even though disabled FSV-Mr. Hinton placed 83 pages of self evidentially fraudulent claims  before a member of the 'family', the  Chief Constable  the CPS then  publicly stated that there was 'insufficient' evidence to bring charges...note not none...raising the question how many more pages did they all need?But to this day they have collectively blocked the release  of O'Toole's expenses at the LFRS which would prove  in a miracle that he could achieve the hilarious impossibility of by being two places at the one time!

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Previously the LFRS had been obtaining unlawful information about disabled FSVs from the DWP  by the back door which when it was brought to the DWP Minister's attention was immediately stopped. In the Bugler's case the LFRS were forced to follow the correct Court procedure...no more and no less... which required their whining expenditure...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This was and is example of a corrupt  Butler, an illustrious member of the British judiciary, at 'work' writing up a glowing testimonial and accepting cWarren's perjury in the Witness Box whist ignoring the evidential truth ...But a short time later cWarren decided to freelance in helping Butler 'fix' this Hearing and Butler was far from pleased with him then...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This is an example of the mighty Butler handily misdirecting himself in law which in any event he did not know nor care to know. He failed to consider why the DWP Minister issued an instruction that this particular leak of DWP  subject data was to immediately cease, as it did...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Once more the truth is evasive. The fact of the matter is that the 'counterclaim' was not dismissed because Butler who agreed to hear it in a Part II counterclaim hearing suddenly decided he had run out of Court time and conveniently could not hear it. The Bugler is glad to be reminded of this denial of justice by their man Butler....

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
It was far from idiosyncratic if Butler had taken to trouble in his free preparatory Reading-In-Day to properly read the documents from the DWP particularly their definition of an 'allowance' as opposed to an 'injury benefit'  he would have been better prepared for the Hearing  but as we shall see Butler made even his God feel rather inferior in his munificent presence...



• '7he Defendant's evidence about when he filled in the form (which as fifled in by him is to be 
tound at Vol 5 p 1552} was somewhat contradictory. II 

• "The statement that the Defendant did not receive and had not received 'DWP disability 
benefits' is in my judgment, to put it kindly, an economy of the truth. " 

• 'Whilst I am prepared to accept that the Oefendant honestly believes that the note (Vo/5 p 
1551) is accurate and was contemporaneously made, it was in fact on the balance of 
probabilfties neither of those things." 

• '7he C/aimant insofar as it knows of an award of REA and of the amount relating to the 
qualifying injury, would be entitled and indeed duty bound by law to make the reducüon." 

• "For the whole period of time du ring which the Defendant has been receiving REA, his injury 
benefit should have been reduced by the amount of it, subject onty to that a/lowance not 
exceeding lhe amount of the injury pension itself." 

• "I found the Defendanrs conduct to be surprising if not inexplicable. He had in fact applied 
for REA. He had in fact been awarded REA. He knew by reasons of the signed underlaking 
that the receipt of additional (state) benefits was or at least was potentiafly relevant to the 
calculation of his pension. He is an intelligent articulate and experienced man. I find that he 
must on the balance of probabilities have anticipated that the award of REA would or might 
Iead to a reduction fn his injury pension, which he had been enjoying at the fu/1 and 
unreduced amount for the previous two years since retirement and before being awarded 
REA. When that cfid not occur I find on a balance of probabililies that he must have noticed 
and if he did, he made no further enquiries and thereby took advantage of the Claimant's 
evident 'mistake." 

• "I find that he [the Defendant] had failed to discharge his obligation which he had undertaken 
and with which he was bound to comply (as he now concedes} and that the Claimant was 
entitled to exercise the regulatory power to de/ay payment." 

• "His [the Defendant's} handwritten notes was at best ambiguous ... he knew he was in receipt 
of REA and I find that he knew from his undertaking that it was a benefit that had tobe 
disclosed because it was deductible. " 

• "In relation to Iimitation, it [the C/aimant] cou/d not with reasonable di/igence have discovered 
the mistake until less than six years before the commencement of proceedings. '' 

Mr Burns also complained to the Pensions Ombudsman with reference to similar allegation 
as those now replicated in this complaint. On 15 December 2014 a senior investigator 
refused to uphold Mr Burns' complaint. 

This determination was appealed by Mr Bums and on 23 January 2015, the Pension 
Ombudsman hirnself rejected the appeal, agreeing with the opinion already issued and 
criticising the basis of the claim, including that it failed to give regard to the most basic 
principles of statutory construction and adding 

• 'There is no reason to imply into the regu/ations something that is so very at odds with what 
they plainly say". 

• "There are no grounds for an oral heanng. An oral hearing would only be appropriate if there 
was a doubt as to the material facts or to lest the evldence avallab/e. Neither applies in thls 
case. Further, no submissions cou/d be made orally that would change the only possibfe 
outcome. 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Once more Butler did not not know his law or he would have known that the correct DWP description which the Bugler never denied receiving was 'Reduced Earnings Income Allowance" which the DWP describe to this day as an 'Allowance' and not an Injury  Benefit but such subtleties in law rarely seemed to trouble Butler....who when the final analyses come, as it will, he will be seen for waht he was and irascible ego drien autocrat who never really signed up to the vision of pure JusticeThis particular item was an argument in semantics which was clearly lost on someone who was not an Olympian in the matter of  legal subtelties not human sensitivities as we shall see...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This was the pivotal moment when Butler fixed the Hearing against the Bugler. This contemporaneous note recorded the fact that the Bugler had been awarded a DWP 'Allowance' which he inform the LFRS about in a phone call.It was handy to dismiss a physical piece of contemporaneous evidence placed before him because that was his brief from the Brethern which was that the Bugler was to lose at all costs...How can any international Reader extend credibility to such a Judiciary but it clearly explains why it is under Brexit that the UK wishes to remove the firm hand of the European Court of Justice from their neck...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
If  the LFRS had acted upon the notification in the contemporaneous note which confirmed receipt of a DWP payment of an 'Allowance' which had been placed before them years before and which lay hidden in the Bugler's PRF which it required a Court Order to have released...and which Butler then decided did not exist?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This the LFRS never disputed in Court that they had failed to administer the Bugler's pension correctly by deducting the Allowance they had been notified of...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
What Butler in spite of his over exercised ego could not grasp was that having been granted this allowance by the DWP and having informed the LFRS of this status change  it was a matter for the LFRS to properly administer  the Bugler's pension . The Bugler had no  duty in any sense to do their job for them even if he had known that they had not taken the slightest action on his notification  as released documents now confirm and are confirmed in hundreds of other  cases. The LFRS were simply too lazy and incompetent...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This(in brackets) is a direct falsehood by  Butler a convenient insertion in his reflective   'judgement'  which will never be confirmed on the Court tape recording of the Civil Hearing.It is not very often that a Judge is caught in a lie of his own making and though Bolshie the Bugler might be he is hardly that stupid... The Bugler never conceded such a point because not only would it have been untrue but it flew in the face of the reality that Bugler had chosen as Litigant-in-Person to defend his contemporaneous note at a  4 day Hearing...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Butler smearing the truth when in a few paragrahs prior he states that the 'notes' did not exist. His conveniently failing memory did not serve hiim well either and draws the obvious statement ..."Oh what a wondrous web we weave when first we practice to deceive".There is an old saying there are few old bold pilots and similarly there are old judges and wise judges but there are few crooked judges but sadly he is one of them...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
The laughable ignorance of the 1980 Limitations Act by a clueless  Butler misdirecting himself , which he thought , stitches the whole travesty of justice up...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This was an attempt against a closed or corrupt 'mind' to point out that cWarren had lied to him by quoting from the 2008 Commentary as though it was the 1992 HO Commentary which this feeble unqualified  clerk bought or had been 'encouraged' to buy...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Butler's problem was that after describing the Bugler twice  as 'bolshie' the polite responses he received did not fulfill his expectation that the Bugler would immediately touch his forelock and roll over...that was really what was inexplicable about it...but every dog has its day...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This undoubtedly will come back to haunt legal qualification less  layman King after a barrister did indeed look correctly at the Statutory construction to find King wrong...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
King had no legal training whatsoever and was so exceptionally good to the 'establishment' that he became an embarrassment and ironically in the end the 'establishment' sacked him...



The Information Commissioner's Office ("ICO") ultimately listed for hearing the complaint 
brought by Mr Bums against the Authority for failing to comply with or respond to his request 
for information relating to expenses claimed by officers and elected members. The case 
was listed before a circuit judge, however notwithstandlng this Mr Bums failed to attend the 
hearing. The Information Commissioner took the unusual step of declaring Mr Bums, 
"vexatious" as an individual, rather than in relation to his request. 

ln Summary, the Complainant and his collaborators continue to renew complaints and 
applications for Information with vehement regularity, with the purpese or effect of creating a 
significant burden on LFRS and its staff. The consequential administrative burden of 
processing such complaints and requests has already placed significant stress and 
unnecessary work for the officers and their support staff at LFRS. This has necessitated the 
service seeking to Iimit any further response. 

6. Other relevant considerations. 

Mr Berry along with other retired fire-fighters, particularly Mr Bums, has pursued a variety of 
avenues to divert officers of the Service from pursuing their overpayment. Mr Berry has 
complained to the ICO about his personnel file {"PRFn) and has initiated internal dispute 
resolution procedures. He has also pursued officers of LFRS via other regulatory 
authorities, for which the Authority is expected tobe compliant, irrespective of whether such 
complaints were misconceived when these issues have been extemally considered; no 
elements of the complaints have been upheld. 

Mr Berry has for example not only complained to the ICO about non release of information 
but then subsequently submitted freedom of Information requests to ICO for both the ICO 
and LFRS background documentation. After being declined release of documents 
subsequently resubmitted the requests considerably later involving both ICO and LFRS in 
considerable administrative activity. 

On 3 January 2016 Mr Paul James made a telephone request for the release of his PRF, 
supported with an email dated 4 January. Further email correspondence from Mr James 
indicated that he wished for lhe file to be collected by a nominated individual as he was 
currently in the United States, which was in tact Mr Burns. 

Upon arrival at Service Headquarters HR would not release the file to Mr Burns as the 
documentation was not correct. Mr Bums returned later and, given the HR's team's 
concern that Mr Bums had an inclination tobe both confrontational, difficult and intimidating, 
he was met by the Director of Gorparate Services, Keith Mattinson. Mr Burns was duty 
intormed that he did not have acceptable documentation. After Mr Mattinsan declined his 
renewed request, Mr Burns refused to speak with him on the basis that he wanted to speak 
with "uniformed statt only". 

For reasons of staff safety and given recent events outlined below, Mr Bums has been 
informed that he is no Ionger welcome at Service Headquarters or any LFRS premises and 
if he seeks to engage with statt he will be asked to leave. This has been confirmed to 
Mr Bums in writing, a copy of which is available. 

On 16 January 2016 Mr Hinton wrote to the Authority and made an unqualified request for 
Information as to the expenses claimed by certain senior offleials over a seven year period. 
Given that this was a repeat of similar requests which had been made by him and this group 
ot collaborators in relation to the officers and executives and also to some degree has been 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
After reassurances that this would be held in Lancashire to assist the 10 disabled attending Witnesses  at an agreed local venue. At the 11th hour the afternoon before the Hearing when travel arrangements had been made  this Hearing- before a lay person not a Judge- was  moved from Lancashire to Manchester such was a demonstration  of the power of the Brethern in its habitual  sleight of hand as ever...This is how Banana Republics in other parts of the world learn their corrupt craft from the British Establishment 'masters'.

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
It took 6 years for the ICO to force the release of PRFs and it was not until the ICO told the LFRS it would issue Contempt of Court proceedings against the LFRS that they finally had to concede and even then with poor grace...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
The Bugler insisted on the privileges of Rank  on seeing the Duty Principal Officer who with friendly service courtesy received him in his office. The DPO was not remotely aware of the involvement in all this by the ICO and advised that until he had received a brief on the whole torrid affair he was understandably not prepared to release anything....

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This huff, puff  and guff has yet to be put to the test by the LFRS during several attendances at Service Memorials and whilst pursuing charitable missions on the publicly owned Fire Stations...The Bugler can only record a vote of thanks to the LFRS uniformed serving Firefighters he has come in contact with...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
The truth is always less expensive



the subject of a police investigation which resulted in no case to answer or police action 
being required, the request was denied on the grounds that it was malicious and vexatious. 

Whilst this conduct persists, and for whatever the reason, Mr Bums continues to run a 
regularly updated blagging website in which he persistently makes comments on and about 
the alleged professional and personal activities and actions of the elected members, officers 
and staff of the Authority, past and present, which can only be objectively described as 
abusive, intimidating, scurrilous, offensive and grossly defamatory. The supporting 
commentary is often critical, and always loquacious, with members and officers being 
raterred to by only their surnames. 

By way of exemplification and hopefully avoid bringing any further undue attention to the 
existence of this blog, given that the Limitation Act 1980 requires claims for such 
defamatory conduct are to be raised within one year of being publication/promulgation, 
some more recent examples, comprising a briet non-exhaustive Iist include, but are no 
means limited to the following: 

"So the master magple, the thief of democracy Mr Max Winterbottom DL, JP takes flight for his final 
green pastures ...... where does one begin to ana/yse the miasmic bog of corruplion that 
Winterbottom has Jeft his politica/ Leader CC FD Molfetta (Lab) and ultimate/y his own successor, 
stuck in the middle otr 

Next to a photo of His Honour Judge Butler, whose judgment against Mr Burns is in part 
replicated above, are the words; 

·• .... wt1at laughingly passes as judgment, in a/lowing this conUnuing slide in to a catastrophic sink 
hole before he acts? Until he witnesses its consume of one of his own kind, a County Court Circuit 
Judge?n 

Another article goes on to refer to Judge Butlers actions in finding against him to 

" .. . neat/y, in an abuse of judlclal process, buried in the long grass because it was too compllcated 
for him to deaf, he told the court thus disenfranchislng the Bug/er of his right to a fair hearing under 
the European Convention." 

His Honour Judge Butler is then also later referred to as '~ bad tampered racist, bewigged, 
Judge afflicted with 'Nelson 's eye' and ears." 

Yet another article questions Judge Butlers capability and competence. 

Similarly the Information Commissioner is derided and raterred to as having a 

"catastrophic management Iai/ure" and 11public embarrassment." 

Mr Warren is referred to as "a master liar, ehest and fraudster." 

Former CFO Mr Holland is referred to as 

"a laughing boy called 'Fred' Holland the Master Clown, Master of Mirth and without equal the 
Master Fraudster." 

As with all of these examples, Mr Kenny your Chief Fire Offteer is referred to regularly, but 
in one instance is described thus; 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Inversely  the louder cWarren and company shriek defamation and vexation the closer to the truth the Bugler is obviously gettin   and the more treadbare the LFRS's position becomes...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
The shriek...These civilians forget that they serve the 'uniforms' not the other way around. Respect has to be earned in the 21st Century but if they continue to insist then the Bugler must use the post nominal esq.A young nobleman who, in training for knighthood, acted as an attendant to a knight which included shovelling up the manure provided by the Knight's horse...which seems appropriate for cNolan and cWarren esq.

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
More Shriek...This by cNolan is a pure con trick on his councillors because as a regular reader of TMB he knows about the Derbyshire Principle, the 1993 Law Lords ruling, which prevents employees of HMG, in any form, from issuing  proceedings for defamation even if the comments were confirmed as defamatory.It was also a ploy to attempt to get the CFA to pay him for legal work he knew well would not succeed . He was setting out to defraud the very people who had appointed" him with a handshake...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
He forgot to add the Irish quote..."You can put a wig on a goat but it is still a a goatThe Bugler thought this child needed some help...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Good heavens he actually could find Kenny and remember his name...



" ... by his complete Iack of leadership and his in-action, is like those he replaced, condoning 
institutionaf racism, bullying, harassment, common theft, discrimination and is therefore by definftion 
corrupt himself." 

Mr O'Toole is referred to as u,4 politician and master treasury fraudster.'' 

The Fire Service Solicitor, Mr Harold is referred to as "A legal vulture, amateur politician and 
opportunist." 

Another article in the same blog blatantly accuses Mr Harold, without supporting evidence of 
falsifying his expenses claims, which given the nature of his professional regulation by the 
Solieiters Regulation Authority is a very serious allegation of criminal misconduct to make. 

Mr Harold (together with Mr Warren) has also been accused of colluding in a criminal 
conspiracy to pervert the. course of Justice during the legal proceedings involving Mr Bums, 
for which Mr Berry provided evidence, which ignored HHJ Butler's judgment. 

Former Head of Human Resources, Mr Hamilton is referred to as a "barbarian and common 
racist hooligan" next to a photo of a small child dressed as Hitler. 

HR Manager, Ms Hut9hinson is reterred to as being "inept" and is further referred to thus; 

" ... ended up on Warren's desk, passed there by Hutehinsan (who later denied a/1 knowledge) where 
it remained until 4th January 2016 over 3.5 months or more. As we know this clerk is an appalling 
1administrator', aside from anything eise, but this was yet more deliberate procrastination by 
Warren .... ... Warren and Hutehinsan should be aware that FSV- PJ [assumed tobe Mr Paul James] 
was and is an avid and detai/ed administrator of his own personal records and Warren would be 
forensical/y wise to resist any temptation to 'censor' or 'amend' this PRF but as we weil know 
Warren and his, by now, deputy pension scheme manager Hutchfnson are rarely clever and are a 
law unto themse/ves, for the moment. .. ... lt /s tobe noted for tl1e keen fo/lowers of Toads at Toad 
Hall that Hutehinsan has now been appointed as Head of Human Resources. The same Hutehinsan 
who is deeply involved in the fraudulent deception involving RSV RRB case file which has resulted 
in the Iodging of a fotmal Complaint with the Pensions Regulator, the Serious Fraud Office, others; 
and the Fire Authority ..... II 

The article goes on to refer to Ms Hutehinsan on many more occasions and even suggest 
that her own personal freedom is at stake because of her IJacquiescing si/ence to crimes 
and crimina/ity. ... II 

The new Authority Clerk and author of this report is referred to by Mr Burns, by reference to 
a legal-acadernie article prepared by your Clerk in conjunction with the London based 
marketing team of a previous employer, about the employment law intertace between 
religious belief and sexual orientation discrimination which appeared in (amongst other 
publications including the Guardian) a gay life style editorial magazine called "Bent'' which 
Mr Burns has suggested is in fact a gay hard core pornographic publicationlwebsite of 
which your Clerk is; 

" ... an enthusiastic visitor. II 

The inference of homosexual promiscuity is clear, followed by a photo from google of your 
new clerk next to the caption 

118Ut is he man enough for the job?" 

The same commentary from Mr Burns then proceeded to go through your clerk's online 
published Linked-in career history and personal background making certaln assertions, 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Who tried to browbeat a chuckling Traffic Warden who issued him with a £80 ticket for parking in a disability bay at Salford Townhall where he was a Ward Councillor...all reported with glee in the Manchester Evening News...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Ignoring the fact that the SRA closed his practice down in Haslingden for financial irregularities and that he continues to be on their 'Watch List'.

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Thanks ever so much for providing a heads up for a revelation to come on Butler, Harold and cWarren and supported with 6 Witness Statements (including 2 Court Officials)made voluntarily in Court at the time ...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
One must ask where this description came from? It was not sadly from the Bugler but from the serving LFRS  'troops' simply confirming a la a duck.. If you dress  like a Nazi and behave like a Nazi then it must be a Natzi. A Natzi who is enjoying 2 years paid (£220K)leave of absence courtesy of the Taxpayers of Lancashire...now where is he hiding...the spies tell us where?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Aaah, yes ... and ?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
My word ...how can anyone by  any  stretch of the imagination draw an inference of  'promiscuity'...does he mean he is a promiscuous website reader?One notes however that he does not in his transparent 'outing' deny "homosexual promiscuity" but that is a matter for him...



which may have been done having had the banefit of knowing that this report would be 
created by your clerk for circulation, having already commented on Mr Winterbottom's 
replacement and doubtlessly being aware that your clerk had acknowledged receipt of this 
index complaint from Mr Berry, having promised to investigate and where necessary 
produce a report, perhaps thereby seeking to question its objectivity. This will be a matter 
for the elected members to conclude. 

The same article goes on to inter the Clerk's non response to 10 questions Mr Burns asks 
about the appointment of the role of Clerk to 1he Authority is untoward. Your Clerk is unable 
to answer, by virtue of the fact that he has not actually been asked the questions and in any 
event does not have the required knowledge to answer, having not been party to the 
recruitment process and decisions. 

The above matters have resulted in a hate crime complaint to the Lancashire Police, after a 
full statement was provided on 27 December 2015. Whilst no prosecution has resulted, the 
police, having taken the view that the online commentary wasn't sufficiently direct to 
constitule harassment, the Police nevertheless attended at the home of Mr Bums to give 
words of advice, having identified it as a hate crime incident. 

Police feedback has confirmed that Mr Burns has now complained about their attendance at 
his home and has insisted they did so to arrest him, rather than to give him "words of 
advice." He as apparently made a complaint to the Independent Police Complaints 
Commission. The incident, as Mr Bumssees it, has also been 1he subject of a further entry 
on his blog. 

7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The members are asked to consider and note the report. ln particular: 

• To note the complaint by Mr Berry is part of a lang standing campaign and is without 
foundation. 

• To perpetuate the arrangements of Mr Warren being the single point of contact between 
Mr Bums (and his supporters) for both the Service and Members. 

• To note the Director of People and Developmenfs action in formally prohibiting Mr Bums 
from attending on any Fire Service premises. 

• To note the Service's Intention to continue treating both Mr Burns and his supporters, 
such as Mr Berry, as a single group treating aU in the samemanneras vexatious. These 
include Mr Berry, Mr James, Mr Hinton and Mr Bowerman. 

• To note the Service intends minimising contact with regulatory bodies such as the 
Information Commissioners Office, Pensions and Local Government Ombudsman on 
these issues to that which is legally required unless advantage to the Authority is seen 
and to critically consider the legitimacy of any request made through whichever avenue. 

• T o endorse a proposal to seek advice from Independent solicitors about the potential for 
defamation action. 

• To note the Intention to formally notify the Lancashire Police of any further relevant 
lnfractions. 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
About now cNolan is running out of steam and ideas for his hate filled rant which liles at the bottom(Ooops) of all this hilarity... 

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
OoH dear the thorny ever standing 10 Questions cNolan has failed to publicly answer...There, Dear Reader, you have it. And a self-evident  rather inept liar to boot  , who vigorously quotes from the TMB then informs the world he cannot find on the TMB the 10 Questions he was publicly asked about his 'handshake appointment' .Finally confirming for the world that he is a crook and that  that his appointment had not been a ..."party to a recruitment process and decisions".This is in direct contravention of the 2010 Equality Act which requires such a recruitment process for a Public Appointment  which by corrupt means he as a solicited  whilst practicising and continuing to practice Employment Law  at his current whole time employment at a Wilmslow practice.CNolan esq knowingly circumvented the law  thus disenfranchising any other potential candidates.That is a criminal offence for which he should be struck off...But he thought all this smear would remain a secret from the Public behind the closed doors Public Excluded  meeting of the Lancashire CFA did he not?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
That is useful for the Bugler to know because it can be obtained as subject data request in the 1998 DPAct from the Lancs Chief Constable and used in a future private prosecution for defamation using the Waddington Amendment as the freedom of speech to make such comments...know your law sonny

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
AaaH ...yes... and the point is?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
And without investigation...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Thay way cWarren thinks he can control the dissemination of information about his criminal activities but he still cannot muzzle the freedom of the press and the TMB...Privileges of rank allow all uniformed ranks to send their communications direct to the Chief Fire Officer which incidentally ensures that the CFO cannot claim ignorance of cWarren's and others criminal activities...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This list is incomplete and ought to have included named Widows and Beneficiaries

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
With its repeated failures to report its debacle of a Firefighters Pension Scheme to the Pension Regulator  the LFRS will simply comfirm its intittuionalised lawlessness which extends to and encompasses its Elected Members who remain fully and regualrly  informed of of all this criminality for which they are both personally and corporately  liable in particular as the Local Pension Board.

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Aaah the money. The personal income for cNolan  but stupid or not for once this was a step too far even for the CFA who saw it coming and would not wear it...

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This is cWarren's endorsement and touch . For 10 years the Bugler has chided cWarren to cease  adding a final threat to each and every one of his letters but he simply cannot resist...one wonders whatever it might be in life he cannot resist either?Are they going to own up ans hand themselves in?



Should members require sight of any of the papers then please do not hesltate to request 
this or speak with your Clerk to enable them tobe provided. They have not been appended 
automatically to this report due to their considerable volume and resulting excessive drain 
on administrative and executive resources. 

Business Risk 

The Combined Fire Authority's only perceived risks relate to the on-going potential risk to 
the Authotity and its members in relation to allowing those identitied in this report to 
continue to drain resources for malicious purposes and in respect of any worsening 
reputational darnage resulting from allowing defamatory comments to continue to be 
published. 

Environmentallmpact 

None. 

Equality and Diversity lmplications 

There are issues relating to equality and diversity included in the behaviour and conduct of 
those identified and failing to adequately address those issues could at some stage impact 
an the Authority's role as an employer to take steps to prevent such activity. 

ln 'terms of implications on equality and diversity for those identified then there appear tobe 
no implications for the rights of those concerned in pursuing the recommendations 
identified. 

HR lmplications 

None 

Financial lmplications 

Costs atising from any independent advice. These would be estimated at between f:1 ,500 
and r2,500 plus VAT to include the revision of relevant documents and draft pleadings, with 
full assessment of the risks and prospects of success. 

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 
List of Background Papers 

Paper I Date Contact 

Reason for inclusion in Part II, if appropriate: 

Paragraphs 1, 2 3, 5 and 7 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
An exercise in self immolation during which cNolan exposed all their nefarious activities in effect doing the Morning Bugler's work for it .So eager was c Nolan and cWarren safe in the knowledge that all this would be hidden from view they forgot the Golden Rule which is that if it can leak it will leak into the Public demense and furthermore it did.

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Think Waddington Amendment Does this mean that it is the LFRS intention to employ fewer(if that is possible) ethnic and bolshie minorities?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
And would have paid for CNolans summer holidays becaue he knew it would all founder on the Derbyshire Principle before he laid a pen to paper...
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